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Abstract. The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) can be efficiently
used to detect motion in videos captured by a static camera. However,
the SVD is computationally demanding when a large matrix - a spatiotemporal data window typically composed of ten to thirty frames - is
repeatedly processed. Recently, a running (incremental) version [1] of the
SVD has been proposed and applied to motion detection. Although much
faster than the direct implementation, the CPU-based running SVD is
still too slow for real-time processing of VGA or larger size videos. In
this paper, we present a GPU implementation of the running SVD that
is suitable for robust, close to real-time motion detection in challenging
full-size, standard frame rate videos. The computational performances
of different hardware configurations are compared showing a significant
gain in processing speed due to the proposed solution.
Keywords: Video processing, motion detection, SVD, GPU.

1

Introduction

In this research, we address the problem of real-time motion, or target, detection in full-size, standard frame rate videos acquired by static cameras in indoor
or outdoor environments. Numerous approaches to motion detection have been
proposed based on different principles. The reader is referred to study [2] for a
survey and comparison of methods for background modelling and target detection. Note that the problem addressed in this paper differs from that of change
detection [3] when multiple images of a static scene are acquired at different times
and compared to find changes. The well-known approach to activity recognition
[4] is based on adaptive background subtraction and motion segmentation by
modelling the intensity in each pixel as a mixture of Gaussian distributions.
However, such pixel-wise methods cannot capture the natural dependencies between neighbouring pixels within regions. In particular, they are sensitive to
background variations typical for both indoor and outdoor data (illumination,
visibility, dynamic background). The methods that operate with regions rather
than individual pixels are usually more robust as they are able to incorporate
and exploit local structural information. In particular, the Principal Component
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Analysis (PCA) and the Singular Value Decomposition have been applied in the
context of moving target detection. Due to its generality and robustness, the
SVD proved to be more successful than the PCA as far as motion detection is
concerned. It has been demonstrated that the SVD based algorithms [1, 5, 6] can
cope with background variations even in the cases of complex backgrounds such
as water or vegetation. A critical problem with the SVD is that the amount of
computation increases drastically with the video resolution and the number of
frames in the spatio-temporal window used to estimate the background. Some
studies [5, 6] tried to decrease the computational load of the SVD by reducing
resolution, splitting frame images into rectangular subimages, or using approximate decompositions. However, splitting the frame images leads to artifacts at
the subimage borders while the approximate decompositions result in error accumulation and the need to reinitiate the detection process from time to time.
Recently, a computationally efficient running version of the SVD [1] has been
proposed and successfully used for motion detection. As the video proceeds, the
incremental approximation-free algorithm [1] does not calculate the SVD from
scratch when the data window steps in time. Instead, the current decomposition
is updated with the entering frame, then downdated with the leaving one. This
solution is much faster than the direct implementation of the SVD. On a CPU, it
allows to process a few frames per second at a reduced video size and for up to 15
frames in the sliding spatio-temporal window. However, the CPU based running
SVD is still too slow for real-time processing of VGA or larger size videos. In
this study, we propose a GPU implementation and test the parallelised running
SVD whose speed approaches the level required for real-time applications with
full-size video streams. The structure of the paper is as follows. First, we briefly
discuss the mathematical background of the SVD and its incremental variant
[1] in the context of motion detection. Then the GPU implementation of the
running algorithm is described and comparative test results are shown and discussed. Finally, the paper concludes with a summary of the current state of the
research and an outlook.

2

Running SVD for motion detection

The Singular Value Decomposition is defined as follows. Let A ∈ Rm×n be
a real-valued matrix. Then there always exists a decomposition A = USVT ,
where the orthogonal matrix U ∈ Rm×m consists of m orthonormal eigenvectors
of AAT ; the orthogonal matrix V ∈ Rn×n consists of n orthonormal eigenvectors of AT A; S ∈ Rm×n is composed of a diagonal matrix D and a null
matrix. The matrix D = diag(δ1 , . . . , δm ) contains the singular values of A
which are the square roots of the eigenvalues of AAT . It is usually assumed that
δ1 ≥ δ2 ≥ . . . ≥ δm ≥ 0. A number of methods exist that calculate the SVD.
Following the study [1], we use the well-known Golub–Reinsch SVD algorithm
[7]. The algorithm decomposes an m × n size matrix, where m is the number of
frames used to estimate the background (temporal depth of the data window), n
the total number of pixels in a frame image. Typically, 5 ≤ m ≤ 30, while in our
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tests the video size was 768×576 (PAL), that is, m×n and n > 400000. For such
a large matrix, applying the SVD to each data window in a long video would
be prohibitive even if implemented on a GPU. Fortunately, after the single initialisation for the first m frames, the running procedure [1] can be used at each
temporal step, which applies a fast update algorithm, then a fast downdate algorithm. The former updates the three matrices of the SVD by adding the entering
frame to the current m frames, the latter removes the exiting frame from the updated SVD. Both algorithms modify the sizes of the SVD matrices. The Update
increases the dimension of each matrix by one, the Downdate restores the original size. Between the two algorithms, the procedure executes a shift in one of the
matrices. The time complexity of the running SVD is O((m + n)m2 ) ≈ O(nm2 ).
The linear dependence on the frame size is important as it allows to work with
full-size video. Note that the time complexity of the Golub–Reinsch SVD [7] is
also O(nm2 ). However, the same asymptotic behaviour does not mean that in
practice the execution times of the two algorithms are the same. As demonstrated
in [1], the incremental solution is much faster for typical values of the two parameters. Our tests discussed later in this paper also confirm that the difference
is essential. Contrary to the approaches [5, 6] that apply the conventional SVD,
the incremental solution does not need splitting frames into blocks to achieve acceptable processing time. Both steps of the running SVD are approximation-free,
so no error accumulation occurs and no reinitialisation is needed. Before applying the SVD, the image data must be normalised by subtracting the mean and
mapping the values onto a standard range. For each spatio-temporal window,
the background is estimated using the largest singular value and the associated
vectors. (If necessary, more singular values can be used [6].) Then the residual is
calculated as the absolute difference between the input data and the background.
Large residual indicates the areas in motion. After thresholding, the binarised
residual image is cleaned using morphological operations. When fast noisy motion like snow or rain is present, it may also be useful to apply a spatio-temporal
median filter to several consecutive thresholded frames. In order to visualise the
result of motion detection, the borders of the blobs in the thresholded and filtered
residual are overlaid on the central frame of the data window. Sample results of
the running SVD are shown in Figure 1. The algorithm features robustness to
noise, visibility conditions and varying background. More results are available
at the web site3 of motion detection by the running SVD.

3

Hardware implementation of SVD based motion
detection

We have implemented, tested and compared three procedures for SVD based
motion detection:
1. the direct Golub–Reinsch algorithm that processes each data window separately;
3

athos.vision.sztaki.hu/~mitya/research/runsvd/results.html
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Fig. 1. Examples of motion detection and segmentation by the running SVD.
Table 1. Three hardware configurations used in the tests.

Hardware
CPU
GPU

Configurations
Conf. 1
Conf. 2
Conf. 3
Intel Pentium Dual Core Intel Core i3
Intel Core i5
2.16 GHz
2310M 2.1 GHz 4200U 1.6 GHz
NVIDIA GeForce
NVIDIA GeForce NVIDIA GeForce
9500M 510 MB
GT 520M 1 GB GT 730M 2GB

Memory

DDR II - 4 GB

DDR III - 4 GB DDR III - 8 GB

Comp. Cap.

1.0

2.0

3.0

Produced

2009

2012

2014

2. the sequential running SVD;
3. the parallel running SVD.
Each of the three procedures was executed on three different hardware configurations whose main features are summarised in Table 1. The abbreviation
Comp. Cap. stands for Compute Capability. Its values indicate that more recent
configurations are more powerful.
The image processing functions of the procedures were implemented using the
Open Source Computer Vision (OpenCV) software package [8] that offers GPU
support. The package contains motion detection functions, as well. However,
they are not suitable for real-time video processing. The package also includes
certain matrix operations, but they are not really applicable to very large matrices, and their scope is limited. The parallel data processing algorithms were
implemented with the Computer Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) developed by the NVIDIA Corp. The data are stored in the memory of the graphics
card, so image data transfer from the CPU memory to the GPU memory should
be optimised for faster operation. The transfer is complicated by the different
formats of matrix storage in OpenCV and CUDA, which necessitates additional
data movement. In this project, two external program libraries were used with
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CUDA: The CUDA Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (cuBLAS) [9] and the
CUDA Linear Algebra (CULA) [10]. The former provides CUDA implementation of basic matrix operations, while the latter includes more sophisticated
algorithms such as the SVD we need for our purposes.

4

Test results

For testing, we used the 768×576 resolution video data from the Image Sequence
Server [11]. First, the direct implementation of the Golub–Reinsch SVD (procedure 1) was tested on the three hardware configurations defined in Table 1.
This solution is definitely not suitable for real-time processing since even on the
most powerful configuration (No. 3) the total execution time for a short 50-frame
sequence was over 200 seconds. For more realistic, longer sequences the execution time was too long even for testing. For this reason, only the two versions of
the running SVD, the CPU and the GPU, were tested and compared in detail.
Figure 2 demonstrates the results of the sequential CPU implementation. The
plot shows the execution times, in seconds, for the growing number of processed
frames on the three hardware configurations. In this case, the number of processed frames ranged from 5 to 50. The best result of about 1.3 fps was achieved
on the strongest configuration for the longest sequence. For longer sequences,
the processing speed is the same.

Time (sec)

Running SVD - CPU
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

5

10

25

50

Conf. 1

20,87

27,62

68,29

137,36

Conf. 2

8,24

11,97

23,45

42,73

Conf. 3

7,46

10,73

20,59

37,09

Number of processed frames
Conf. 1

Conf. 2

Conf. 3

Fig. 2. Plot of execution times on CPU for the three hardware configurations.

Figure 3 shows the results of the parallel GPU implementation. As this solution is faster, in this case, the number of processed frames ranged from 100 to
600. The best result of about 8.0 fps was achieved on the strongest configuration for the sequence of 250 frames. The processing speed seems to be slightly
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content-dependent, but the dependence on content and video length is not significant. Due to the GPU implementation, the processing speed was increased
by a factor of six.

Time (sec)

Running SVD - GPU
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

100

250

400

600

Conf. 1

51,176

129,206

237,575

358,495

Conf. 2

24,541

59,174

94,072

140,202

Conf. 3

13,84

31,27

53,74

84,12

Number of processed frames
Conf. 1

Conf. 2

Conf. 3

Fig. 3. Plot of execution times on GPU for the three hardware configurations.

5

Conclusion

The 8 fps processing rate provided by our GPU solution for full-size videos can
already be sufficient for the applications where the motion is relatively slow
and the standard full frame rate of 25 − 30 fps is not required. Our further
research and development nevertheless aims at achieving the full frame rate in
near future. Naturally, in this development we hope to make use of the persistent
improvement of the processing power of modern GPUs. As one can see in Figure 3, configuration 3 is more than four times faster than configuration 1, which
well illustrates the progress made within the four years. Still, there is room for
improving our software solution, as well. The success of a GPU implementation
is mainly influenced by two critical issues. The first one is the selection of the
appropriate program package. Since our task requires a large amount of computation, we have selected the CUDA programming environment supported by
NVIDIA video cards. An essential advantage of this environment is that it supports numerous other packages including matrix operations and linear algebra.
When CUDA is used for parallel implementation on a GPU, the data copied
to the GPU memory cannot be accessed directly by the CPU. Data transfer is
needed which increases the execution time. The CUDA Thrust library [12] can
be used to access the GPU memory in a more convenient way. Using this library
would need a major programming effort as the Thrust has its own data structure for supporting parallel implementations. The second critical issue is that
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of the code simplicity. In our development, we have always tried to implement
each program in the simplest possible way. When possible, we have used already
created variables and data structures in order to avoid unnecessary allocations
and data movement.
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